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Preface 
This manual discusses how to deploy the TAP Barrier system. This manual highlights mechanical 
assembly, methods, techniques, and standards that apply to the TAP Barrier. 
There are multiple methods for deploying this highly configurable system. For training purposes, 
assembly steps are initially documented with serial deployment on level topographical conditions, with 
subsequent sections covering more advanced configurations and options. 
The primary audiences for this manual are embassies, soldiers, trainers, and nuclear facility managers. 
Send comments and recommendations to support@mitigationtechnologies.com. 
Unless this manual states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns refer exclusively to men. 
 

mailto:support@mitigationtechnologies.com
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1-1. Applications 
The TAP Barrier is a rapid-deployment crowd control perimeter fence system: 

• With interchangeable components providing maximum configuration flexibility to 
accommodate a wide variety of topographical and site conditions. 

• Intended to delay access by hostile crowds to secure facilities and provide 
embassies and other end users with additional time to protect and defend 
personnel and real property. 

• Designed for efficient and compact breakdown to store and transport in 20 ft 
conex shipping systems. 

• Tested to spec BAA 13-Q-3025. 
• Proven to be deployed in under 20 seconds per foot. 
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1-2. Description 
All TAP Barrier components connect to each other with a universal system of fast-acting Quick 
Lock latches. 

a. Standard Components. There are three standard TAP Barrier Components: 
(1) Straight Section. A 44” wide by 103” deep x 108” tall, 251lb [113.9kg] assembly 

that forms the basic “building block” of the TAP Barrier system. A straight section 
consists of two subassemblies (Figure 1-1). 
(a) Base Assembly. A 44” wide by 103” deep by 7.5” tall (when folded for storage), 

164.7lb [74.7kg] aluminum frame and aluminum floor plate, with aluminum strut 
frame and platform attached (Figure 1-1). 

(b) Upright Assembly. A 44” wide by 107.25” tall, 86.4lb [39.2kg] aluminum frame 
and stainless steel perforated face plate that forms the vertical wall of the barrier. 
To accommodate irregular topographic conditions, or for cases where limited 
space is available for changes in barrier direction, the upright assembly can be 
attached to adjoining components without a base (Figure 1-1). 

NOTE: For clarity and orientation purposes in all figures in this manual (except for 
photographs), perforated face plates are shown as tinted glass. In some figures, Quick Lock 
latch arms are shown protruding. 

  
Figure 1-1. Assembled straight section, base assembly (folded for storage) and upright assembly. 
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(2) Adapter. An 11” wide by 104.75” tall, 41.7lb [18.9kg] aluminum frame and stainless 
steel perforated face plate, without a base. Use adapters to adjust barrier wall heights 
for elevation changes, or to fill gaps less than 44” between straight sections (Figure 
1-2). 

 
Figure 1-2. Adapter. 

(3) Corner Hinge. A 44”wide by 104.75” tall, 126.8lb [57.5kg] assembly of two 
aluminum frames with stainless steel perforated face plates (or leaves)—without a 
base—attached to a hinge pin. The leaves pivot to allow changes in barrier direction 
(Figure 1-3). 

 
Figure 1-3. Corner Hinge. 
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b. Optional Components. Optional and custom components are constantly under 
development. Currently available optional components include: 
(1) Gate. A 44” wide by 108” tall, 136.7lb [62kg] aluminum frame, with a hinged 

aluminum frame door (32” wide by 82” tall opening), both with stainless steel 
perforated face plates. Use gates to control egress anywhere along the barrier (Figure 
1-4). 

 
Figure 1-4. Optional gate. 

(2) Male and Female Terminations. Two 8” wide by 104.75” tall, 27.7 (m)/31.9lb (f) 
[12.6kg/14.5kg] aluminum posts with mounting plates and either Quick Lock latches 
(m) or Quick Lock receptacles (f). Use terminations to securely attach the barrier to 
existing fences or structures. (Figure 1-5). 

 
Figure 1-5. Optional Male and Female Terminations. 
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1-3. Standard Tools 
All shipments include two each of the following standard TAP Barrie r tools: 

a. Hex wrench. 5/16” (8mm) Allen wrench fits Quick Lock latch actuators, panel index 
pins, leveler leg mounting bolts, and optional accessories (Figure 1-6). 

 
Figure 1-6. Standard hex wrench. 

(1) Quick Lock latch actuator access points (Figure 1-7). 

 
Figure 1-7. Quick Lock latch tool access locations. 
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(2) Index pin locations on the upright panel, adapter, and hinge (Figure 1-8). 

 
Figure 1-8. Index pin locations. 

(3) Leveler leg mounting bolt locations on the strut frame (Figure 1-9). 

 
Figure 1-9. Leveler leg mounting bolt locations. 
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(4) The standard hex wrench fits the following optional accessories: 
(a) Gate and Male Termination. Quick Lock latch actuator access points (Figure 

1-10). 

 
Figure 1-10. Gate and male termination Quick Lock latch tool access locations. 

(b) Razor Spikes. Mounting bolt locations on top beams (Figure 1-11). 

 
Figure 1-11. Razor spike mounting bolt locations. 
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b. Crowbar. 64” long steel and wood crowbar for jacking straight sections to facilitate 
alignment during assembly or disassembly of adjoining components (Figure 1-12). 

 
Figure 1-12. Standard crowbar. 

1-4. Warnings 
Keep the following warnings in mind when working with the TAP Barrier system: 

• Always use the designated quantities of human resources to avoid back and other 
injuries. 

• Always have one person hold the strut frame while the other team inserts the 
upright. 

• Plan ahead to define barrier path before an emergency deployment is required. 
Note any obstacles in your plan, and develop a deployment strategy to 
accommodate them. 

• Always check that all red handles are in the locked position. 
• Before storing TAP Barrier components after deployment, inspect Quick Lock 

latch arms and pins. Replace any component with damaged latch parts. 
• Always keep hands clear of pinch points, identified with warning labels. 
• All assembly or other safe-side personnel coming in contact with optional anti-

climb spikes must wear metal mesh or other cut-proof gloves to prevent serious 
injury. 

1-5. Training Strategy 
Due to flexibility, there are too many configuration and assembly options and techniques to 
document in this manual. For best results: 

a. Time permitting, study all sections before attempting assembly. 
b. Where applicable, view the video before following assembly procedures. 
c. When possible, practice assembly in a protected area when no threats are present. Start 

with a short run and ideal topography conditions (level ground, no obstacles, etc.), and 
then practice assembly variations and advanced configuration options. 

d. Conduct assembly exercises as though the threat and safe sides of the barrier are “live,” 
even though the entire “practice barrier” will be deployed completely in a safe zone. 

e. After practicing the assembly procedures, improvise with your own time-saving 
deployment techniques. 
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Chapter 2. Operation and Deployment 
2-1. Deployment Precautions 
Precautions are taken before deployment of the TAP Barrier. 

a. Before deploying the TAP Barrier ensure that: 
(1) An alignment path is defined to establish threat and safe sides of the deployed barrier, 

with a convenient edge of the barrier (e.g. rear edge of the base) as the positioning 
index point on the path. 

(2) The starting point for assembly is at either end of the barrier, and that the first 
component installed can be attached to an existing wall, fence, or structure. 

(3) All components and standard tools are present, and positioned on the intended safe 
side of the deployment. 

(4) A mallet or sledgehammer and spikes (1/2" [12.7mm] diameter or smaller) are 
available for assembly on soft surfaces (see 2-8). 

(5) Metal mesh or other cut-proof gloves are available for installing optional anti-climb 
spikes (see 2-9). 

(6) The components are not deformed or damaged. 
(7) Adequate personnel are available for assembly. 
(8) A plan is in place for all assembly personnel to return to the safe side before closing 

the barrier with the last component. 

2-2. Model MT131000 Straight Section 
The Model MT131000 straight section is the primary component of the TAP Barrier. The 
completed straight section is comprised of a base assembly and upright assembly (Figure 2-1). 

 
Figure 2-1. Model MT131000 straight section. 
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a. Assembly. To assemble a straight section, make sure at least one person has the standard 
hex wrench (Figure 1-6), and then follow this procedure. 
(1) Position the base assembly (2-person). 

(a) Lift the base assembly in a horizontal orientation. 
(b) Turn the base assembly so that the floor panel is on the threat side. 
(c) Place the base assembly in position on the ground (Figure 2-2). 

 
Figure 2-2. TAP Barrier base assembly placement. 

(2) Install the upright assembly (2-person). 
(a) Rotate the strut frame (1-person) as far backward as possible (Figure 2-3). 

 
Figure 2-3. Strut frame rotated backwards. 
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(b) While holding the platform in place, rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the 
un-locked position (Figure 2-4). 

 
Figure 2-4. Unlocking the platform. 

(c) Lower the platform and rotate the strut frame as necessary until the latching edge 
of the platform rests against the base frame’s middle beam(Figure 2-5). Leave the 
strut frame in assembly-ready position until step (3)(a). 

 
Figure 2-5. Strut frame assembly-ready position. 
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(d) Lift the upright assembly (2-person) in a vertical orientation. 
(e) Turn the upright assembly so that the perforated panel is on the threat side. 
(f) Insert the upright assembly into the base assembly’s cavity (Figure 2-6). 

 
Figure 2-6. Upright assembly inserted in base assembly. 

(g) Secure the upright assembly (1-person) by rotating both of the base assembly’s 
red latch handles to the locked position (Figure 2-7). 

 
Figure 2-7. Upright assembly in locked position. 
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(3) Secure the strut frame (1-person). 
(a) Rotate the strut frame as necessary and raise the platform and until it is flush with 

the strut frame. (Figure 2-8). 

 
Figure 2-8. Platform aligned with strut frame. 

(b) While holding the platform in-place, rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the 
locked position (Figure 2-9). 

 
Figure 2-9. Platform in locked position. 
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(c) Move the strut frame into locked position by rotating it forward until the catch 
blocks engage the catch bolts (Figure 2-10). 

 
Figure 2-10. Strut frame in locked position. 

(d) While holding the platform in-place, rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the 
un-locked position (Figure 2-11). 

 
Figure 2-11. Unlocking the platform. 
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(e) Lower the platform until it rests on the upright assembly’s latching beam. 
(f) Rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the locked position. Confirm that the 

latch pin penetrates the slot in the upright assembly’s latching beam (Figure 
2-12). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2-12. Strut frame latch secured. 

CAUTION: Do not continue until the platform is latched to the upright assembly. A platform 
latch failure indicates that the strut frame is not positioned correctly and barrier strength is 
compromised. 
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(4) Assemble an adjoining straight section by following these procedures. 
(a) Position the base assembly by repeating step (1) above. Make sure the bases are 

aligned front to back, and are touching along the sides or as close to each other as 
possible (Figure 2-13). 

 
Figure 2-13. Aligned bases. 

(b) Install the upright assembly by repeating step (2) above. Make sure the index pin 
on the edge fits inside the mating hole in the adjoining upright assembly (Figure 
2-14). 

     
Figure 2-14. Upright frame alignment pin. 
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(c) Secure the strut frame by repeating step (3) above. 
(d) Secure the adjoining straight section by latching both Quick Locks. Before 

latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the 
standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm and ensure the 
mechanism is cocked, and then turn the actuator all the way counter-clockwise to 
latch the Quick Lock (Figure 2-15). 

 
Figure 2-15. Locking the Quick Locks. 
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(5) Repeat step (4) as required for an adjoining straight section, or continue the 
deployment with one of the following procedures: 
• Installing a corner hinge section (see 2-3). 
• Installing an adapter (see 2-4). 
• Installing a male or female termination (see 2-5). 
• Assembly on uneven terrain (see 2-6). 
• Assembly over curbs and steps (see 2-7). 
• Assembly on grass, dirt or soft surfaces (see 2-8). 

b. Disassembly. To disassemble a straight section, follow the steps above in reverse order. 
After rotating the strut frame all the way down into storage position, make sure both 
leveler feet hang downward, and are not protruding above the top edge of the strut frame 
(Figure 2-16). 

 
Figure 2-16. Strut frame and leveler feet in storage position. 

IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by 
turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick 
Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment. 
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2-3. Model MT131600 Corner Hinge Section 
The Model MT131600 corner hinge section allows turns in the barrier direction when installed 
with other TAP Barrier components to form either a full corner (Figure 2-17) or compact corner 
(Figure 2-18) configuration. 

 
Figure 2-17. Model MT131600 corner hinge section full corner configuration. 

 
Figure 2-18. Model MT131600 corner hinge section compact corner configuration. 
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a. Corner Hinge Section Installation (2-person). To install a corner hinge section, make 
sure at least one person has the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6), and then follow 
this procedure. 
(1) Position the corner hinge section. 

(a) Lift the corner hinge section in a vertical orientation. 
(b) Turn the corner hinge section so that the perforated panel is on the threat side. 
(c) Place the corner hinge section next to the straight section (or other component) 

with the bottom tubes on the ground (Figure 2-19). 

 
Figure 2-19. Corner hinge section placement. 

(2) Make sure the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating hole in the adjoining 
upright assembly (Figure 2-20). 

 
Figure 2-20. Corner hinge pin alignment. 
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(3) Secure the corner hinge section by latching both Quick Locks (on either the hinge 
corner section or the adjoining straight section, depending on which side the corner 
hinge section is on). Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way 
clockwise with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm 
and ensure the mechanism is cocked, and then turn the actuator all the way counter-
clockwise to latch the Quick Lock (Figure 2-21). 

 
Figure 2-21. Locking the Quick Locks. 
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(4) For barrier directional changes ≤45 degrees, continue attaching other barrier 
components to the corner section’s loose leaf. For 90 degree corner installations with 
sufficient space to turn the barrier in 11’-2” by 11’-2” [3.4m by 3.4m] (full corner), 
continue with step (5). For installations with insufficient space (compact corner), 
continue with step (6) (Figure 2-22). 

 
Figure 2-22. Full corner configuration dimensions. 

CAUTION: Whenever space permits, use a full corner configuration to maintain maximum 
barrier strength. 
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(5) Full Corner Assembly. Assemble an adjoining straight section and then install an 
adjoining corner hinge section by following these procedures. 
(a) Assemble an adjoining straight section by repeating step 2-2.a(4) above (Figure 

2-23). 

 
Figure 2-23. Adjoining straight section assembled. 

(b) Install an adjoining corner hinge section by repeating steps (1) and (2) above, and 
then continue with step (7) (Figure 2-24). 

 
Figure 2-24. Adjoining hinge section installed. 
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(6) Compact Corner Assembly. Install an adjoining upright assembly (see 2-2.a(2)(d) 
above), to complete the compact corner assembly (Figure 2-25). 

 
Figure 2-25. Completed compact corner assemblies with upright assembly and adapter. 

(7) Continue the deployment by rotating the corner hinge section’s loose leaf as 
necessary, and then assembling an adjoining straight section (see 2-2.a(4) above). 

b. Removal. To remove a corner hinge section, follow the steps above in reverse order. 

IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by 
turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick 
Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment. 
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2-4. Model MT131500 Adapter 
The Model MT131500 adapter allows changes in barrier elevation for obstacles such as stairs, or 
to accommodate topographical changes (Figure 2-26). The adapter can also be used as lateral 
barrier extensions for compact corner configurations (see Figure 2-18) and male or female 
terminations (see 2-5). 

 
Figure 2-26. Model MT131500 adapter. 

a. Adapter Installation (2-person). To install an adapter, make sure at least one person has 
the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6), and then follow this procedure. 
(1) Position the adapter. 

(a) Lift the adapter in a vertical orientation. 
(b) Turn the adapter so that the perforated panel is on the threat side. 
(c) Move the adapter (1-person) so that the index pin on the edge fits inside the 

mating hole (adjust the adapter’s height as necessary by choosing the upper or 
lower mating hole) in the adjoining component (Figure 2-27). 

                 
Figure 2-27. Adapter alignment pin. 
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(d)  Align the adapter’s face with the adjoining component’s face, and hold it place 
for the next step (Figure 2-28). 

 
Figure 2-28. Adapter placement. 

(2) Secure the adapter by latching both Quick Locks (on either the adapter or the 
adjoining component, depending on which side the adapter is on). Before latching 
each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the standard hex 
wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm and ensure the mechanism is 
cocked, and then turn the actuator all the way counter-clockwise to latch the Quick 
Lock (Figure 2-29). 

 
Figure 2-29. Locking the Quick Locks. 
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b. Removal. To remove an adapter, follow the steps above in reverse order. 

IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by 
turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick 
Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment. 

2-5. Models MT131800 Male and MT131900 Female 
Terminations 
Models MT131800 male and MT131900 female terminations allow secure connections to 
existing fences, structures, and vehicles at barrier start and end points. (Figure 2-30). 

 
Figure 2-30. Model MT131800 male and model MT131900 female terminations. 
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a. Male Termination Installation. 
(1) For the barrier’s start point: 

(a) Assemble a straight section (2-person; see 2-2.a) with the pin side of the upright 
assembly approximately 1 foot from the intended termination point (Figure 2-31). 

 
Figure 2-31. Barrier’s first straight section positioned 1 foot from the intended termination point. 
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(b) Lift the male termination in a vertical orientation (1-person). 
(c) Turn the male termination so that the mounting plates are facing the mounting 

surface. 
(d) Move the male termination so that the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating 

hole (adjust the male termination’s height as necessary by choosing the upper or 
lower mating hole) in the adjoining straight section (Figure 2-32). 

                         
Figure 2-32. Male termination alignment pin. 

(e) Align the male termination’s face with the adjoining straight section’s face, and 
hold it place for the next step (Figure 2-33). 

 
Figure 2-33. Male termination placement. 
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(f) Secure the male termination by latching both Quick Locks. Before latching each 
Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the standard hex wrench 
(see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm and ensure the mechanism is cocked, 
and then turn the actuator all the way counter-clockwise to latch the Quick Lock. 
Perform the next two steps to complete a vehicle termination. For fence or 
structure terminations, continue with step (i). 

(g) For vehicle terminations, push the straight section until the mounting plates are 
close enough to the vehicle so that the maximum size of any gap between the 
mounting plates and mounting surface is less than 7 inches. 

(h) Install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through vehicle attachment point(s) and 
male termination mounting plate holes. 

(i) Push the straight section until the mounting plates make contact with the 
mounting surface. 

(j) Drill pilot hole(s) as necessary, and install appropriate type and length fasteners 
(not included) to secure the male termination’s mounting plates to the existing 
fence or structure’s mounting surface (Figure 2-34). 

 
Figure 2-34. Barrier start point male termination installed. 
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(2) For the barrier’s end point: 
(a) Measure the distance between the intended termination point and the last 

component’s closest edge. Make sure the gap is narrower than 15” at the closest 
point (Figure 2-35). If not, install one or more adapters as necessary (see 2-4.a). 

 
Figure 2-35. Measuring barrier termination gap. 

GAP 
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(b) Repeat steps (1)(b) through (1)(f), above. Perform the next step to complete a 
vehicle termination. For fence or structure terminations, continue with step (d). 

(c) For vehicle terminations, install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through 
vehicle attachment point(s) and male termination mounting plate holes. 

(d) Drill pilot hole(s) as necessary, and install appropriate type and length fasteners 
(not included; use longer fasteners as necessary to accommodate gaps between the 
mounting plates and the existing fence or structure’s mounting surface) to secure 
the male termination (Figure 2-36). 

 
Figure 2-36. Barrier end point male termination installed. 

IMPORTANT: Make sure that the maximum size of any gap between the mounting plates 
and mounting surface is less than 7 inches. 
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b. Female Termination Installation. 
(1) For the barrier’s start point: 

(a) Assemble a straight section (2-person; see 2-2.a) with the cam side of the upright 
assembly approximately 1 foot from the intended termination point (Figure 2-37). 

 
Figure 2-37. Barrier’s first straight section positioned 1 foot from the intended termination point. 
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(b) Lift the female termination in a vertical orientation (1-person). 
(c) Turn the female termination so that the mounting plates are facing the mounting 

surface. 
(d) Move the female termination so that the index pin on the edge fits inside the 

mating hole (adjust the female termination’s height as necessary by choosing the 
upper or lower mating hole) in the adjoining straight section (Figure 2-38). 

                         
Figure 2-38. Female termination pin alignment. 

(e) Align the female termination’s face with the adjoining straight section’s face, and 
hold it place for the next step (Figure 2-39). 

 
Figure 2-39. Female termination placement. 

(f) Secure the female termination by latching both Quick Locks on the adjoining 
straight section. Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way 
clockwise with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch 
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arm and ensure the mechanism is cocked, and then turn the actuator all the way 
counter-clockwise to latch the Quick Lock. Perform the next two steps to 
complete a vehicle termination. For fence or structure terminations, continue with 
step (i). 

(g) For vehicle terminations, push the straight section until the mounting plates are 
close enough to the vehicle so that the maximum size of any gap between the 
mounting plates and mounting surface is less than 7 inches. 

(h) Install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through vehicle attachment point(s) and 
female termination mounting plate holes. 

(i) Push the straight section until the mounting plates make contact with the 
mounting surface. 

(j) Install appropriate type and length fasteners (not included) to secure the female 
termination’s mounting plates to the existing fence or structure’s mounting 
surface (Figure 2-40). 

 
Figure 2-40. Barrier start point female termination installed. 
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(2) For the barrier’s end point: 
(a) Measure the distance between the intended termination point and the last 

component’s closest edge. Make sure the gap is narrower than 15” at the closest 
point (Figure 2-41). If not, install one or more adapters as necessary (see 2-4.a). 

 
Figure 2-41. Measuring barrier termination gap. 

GAP 
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(b) Repeat steps (1)(b) through (1)(f), above. Perform the next step to complete a 
vehicle termination. For fence or structure terminations, continue with step (d). 

(c) For vehicle terminations, install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through 
vehicle attachment point(s) and female termination mounting plate holes. 

(d) Install appropriate type and length fasteners (not included; use longer fasteners as 
necessary to accommodate gaps between the mounting plates and the existing 
fence or structure’s mounting surface) to secure the female termination (Figure 
2-42). 

 
Figure 2-42. Barrier end point female termination installed. 

IMPORTANT: Make sure that the maximum size of any gap between the mounting plates 
and mounting surface is less than 7 inches. 

c. Removal. To remove a termination, follow the appropriate steps above in reverse order. 

IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by 
turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick 
Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment. 
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2-6. Assembly on Uneven Terrain 
A TAP Barrier deployment with multiple connected straight sections has a natural leveling effect that will 

automatically compensate for minor pitch and/or roll fluctuations and undulating topography ( 

Figure 2-43). When significant changes in topography prevent proper alignment of adjoining 
straight sections, use one or more of the following procedures. 

 
Figure 2-43. TAP Barrier automatic topographical compensation and terminology. 

a. Strut Frame Leveler Extension. Extend the strut frame levelers to keep the barrier floor 
plates flush between adjoining straight sections, or when additional support is required to 
resist the force of hostile crowds pushing against the barrier’s vertical wall. 

IMPORTANT: To facilitate assembly extend all levelers after the barrier is deployed. 

YAW 

PITCH ROLL 
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(1) Extend the strut frame leveler by following this procedure (1-person). 
(a) Loosen either of the two strut frame leveler locking knobs (Figure 2-44). 

 
Figure 2-44. Loosening strut frame leveler locking knob. 

(b) Push the leveler leg below the base assembly, and adjust the lever foot attitude: 
Spike attitude for soft surfaces; flat attitude for hard surfaces (Figure 2-45). 

                 
Figure 2-45. Leveler foot in spike and flat attitudes. 

(c) Step downward firmly on the closed end (top) of the leveler leg until the foot is 
seated on the ground or the leveler is fully extended (Figure 2-46). 

 
Figure 2-46. Seating the leveler foot. 
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(d) Tighten the leveler locking knob. 
(e) Repeat steps (a) through (d) for the leveler on the opposite side of the strut frame. 

b. Strut Frame Leveler Retraction. Retract the strut frame levelers for storage. 
(1) Retract the strut frame leveler by following this procedure. 

(a) Loosen either of the two strut frame leveler locking knobs. 
(b) Pull the leveler leg up all the way. 
(c) Tighten the leveler locking knob. If retraction is for storage purposes, make sure 

both leveler feet hang downward, and are not protruding above the top edge of the 
strut frame in its storage position (Figure 2-47). 

 
Figure 2-47. Strut frame and leveler feet in storage position. 

(d) Repeat steps (a) through (c) for the leveler on the opposite side of the strut frame. 
c. Rolling Topography Compensation. Use elevation compensation to accommodate 

rolling topography. 
(1) Elevation Compensation. Use any combination of adapters (see 2-4.a) and upright 

assemblies (see 2-2.a) without bases to extend the barrier over uneven topography 
(Figure 2-48). 

 
Figure 2-48. Extending the barrier over uneven topography. 
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d. Pitching Topography Compensation. Omit base assemblies to accommodate pitching 
topography. 
(1) Base Assembly Omission. Omit straight section base assemblies until the pitch of 

separated base assemblies is within approximately 5 degrees. 

2-7. Assembly Over Curbs and Steps 
TAP Barrier components include built-in 8” [20.32cm] height adjustments, and can be 
configured in a variety of combinations to continue the barrier over any size and shape of curbs, 
steps and stairs. 

IMPORTANT: For the following assembly procedures, make sure that the installation 
configuration results in a maximum gap size of (approximately) an American football around 
curbs, steps, or stairs. 

a. Installation Over Curbs. Use the built-in 8” [20.32cm] Quick Lock receptacle height 
adjustments with straight sections—in combination with adapters as necessary—to install 
a barrier over curbs (Figure 2-49). 

 
Figure 2-49. Straight barrier installation over curbs with and without an adapter. 
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b. Installation Over Steps and Stairs. There are three basic methods to install a barrier 
over steps and stairs. 
(1) Uniform Stair Profile. Use the built-in 8” [20.32cm] Quick Lock receptacle height 

adjustments with staggered adapters to install a barrier over stairs with a constant rise 
of 8” [20.32cm] or less, and a constant run of 11” [27.94cm] or less (Figure 2-50). 

 
Figure 2-50. Barrier installation over uniform stair profiles. 

(2) Non-Uniform Stair Profile. Use the built-in 8” [20.32cm] Quick Lock receptacle 
height adjustments—with combinations of staggered or in-line adapters and upright 
assemblies as necessary—to install a barrier over stairs with varying rises or runs 
(Figure 2-51). 

 
Figure 2-51. Barrier installation over non-uniform stair profiles. 

(3) Stairs with Turns and Landings. Use any combination of the two previous 
methods, with corner hinge sections as necessary to install a barrier over stairs with 
turns and landings (Figure 2-52). 

 

Figure 2-52. Barrier installation over stairs with turns and landings. 
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2-8. Assembly on Grass, Dirt or Soft Surfaces 
The TAP Barrier system requires additional anchorage to reduce multi-axis motion allowed by 
soft topographical conditions. 

a. Assembly. To assemble the TAP Barrier on grass, dirt, or other soft surfaces, assemble a 
straight section (see 2-2.a), and then install spikes (not included). 
(1) Spike Installation (1-person). 

(a) Insert two spikes in the base’s hinge beam holes (Figure 2-53). 

 
Figure 2-53. Spike placement. 

(b) Use a mallet or sledgehammer to drive the spikes into the ground until the spikes’ 
heads are seated against the base’s hinge beam, or as far down as possible (Figure 
2-54). 

 
Figure 2-54. Spikes installed. 
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2-9. Optional Anti-Climb Razor Spikes 
Anti-climb razor spikes provide an additional level of security with an imposing and effective 
physical deterrent against barrier breaches by hostile crowds (Figure 2-55). 

 
Figure 2-55. Anti-climb razor spikes for straight section, corner hinge section, and adapter. 

WARNING: All assembly or other safe-side personnel coming in contact with anti-climb 
razor spikes must wear metal mesh or other cut-proof gloves to prevent serious injury. 

a. Straight Section Anti-Climb Razor Spike Installation (2-persons wearing cut-proof 
gloves). Perform the following two steps before step 2-2.a(2)(d) of the straight section 
assembly. 
(1) Position the straight section razor spike. With the upright assembly laying flat on the 

ground, lift its top end and place the narrow end of the razor spike inside the top 
beam. Make sure the holes in the top beam of the upright assembly are aligned with 
the holes in the razor spike (Figure 2-56). Hold the razor spike in place for the next 
step. 

 
Figure 2-56. Straight section razor spike placement. 
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(2) Secure the straight section razor spike. Install the supplied fasteners and tighten both 
of the socket head cap screws with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to 
complete the installation. 

b. Corner Hinge Section Anti-Climb Razor Spike Installation (2-persons wearing cut-
proof gloves). Perform the following three steps before step 2-3.a(1) of the corner hinge 
section: 
(1) Position the corner hinge section razor spike. With the corner hinge section laying flat 

on the ground, lift one of the two hinge leafs and place the narrow end of the razor 
spike inside the top beam. Make sure the holes in the top beam of the hinge leaf are 
aligned with the holes in the razor spike. When correctly positioned, the spike gap 
will be on the hinge side (Figure 2-57). Hold the razor spike in place for the next step. 

 
Figure 2-57. Corner hinge section razor first leaf spike placement. 
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(2) Secure the hinge leaf razor spike. Install the supplied fasteners and tighten both of the 
socket head cap screws with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to complete the 
first leaf’s installation. 

(3) Repeat steps (1) and (2) for the other hinge leaf to complete the installation (Figure 
2-58). 

 
Figure 2-58. Corner hinge section razor spikes installed. 

c. Adapter Anti-Climb Razor Spike Installation (2-persons wearing cut-proof gloves). 
Perform the following two steps before step 2-4.a(1) of the adapter installation: 
(1) Position the adapter razor spike. With the adapter laying flat on the ground, lift its top 

end and place the narrow end of the razor spike inside the top beam. Make sure the 
holes in the top beam of the adapter are aligned with the holes in the razor spike 
(Figure 2-59). Hold the razor spike in place for the next step. 

 
Figure 2-59. Adapter razor spike placement. 
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(2) Secure the adapter razor spike. Install the supplied fasteners and tighten both of the 
socket head cap screws with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to complete the 
installation. 

d. Removal. To remove a razor spike, follow the appropriate steps above in reverse order. 

2-10. Customization 
Please contact Mitigation Technologies (support@mitigationtechnologies.com) for custom 
designs and compatible components: 

• Camera mounts. 
• Light mounts. 
• Bullet resistant panels. 
• Custom terminations. 
• Egress (doors/turnstiles). 
• Carts for easy storage and assembly. 
• Custom climb-resistant tops (Figure 2-60). 

 
Figure 2-60. Custom climb-resistant tops. 

2-11. Hints and Tricks 
a. Assign a “lead installer” to dictate how and where to use the standard crowbar (see 

Figure 1-12) to facilitate component pin alignment for uneven topography. 
b. For deployments where extreme crowd control is required, extend all levelers after the 

barrier is deployed (see 2-6.a). 
c. Leave male and female terminations (see 2-5) in place when breaking down and storing 

other barrier components to facilitate future deployments. 
d. Indexing pins can be removed with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6). 

mailto:support@mitigationtechnologies.com
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Chapter 3. Maintenance 
3-1. Preventive Maintenance 
Before placing TAP Barrier components in storage: 

• Remove all razor spikes. 
• Apply spray lubricant to Quick Lock latches, straight clamps, and levelers. 
• Tighten leveler socket head bolts. 

3-2. Serial Number 
Each TAP Barrier component’s serial number is printed on permanent labels: 

 
Figure 3-1. Straight section base assembly serial number label location. 
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Figure 3-2. Straight section strut assembly serial number label location. 

 
Figure 3-3. Straight section platform assembly serial number label location. 
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Figure 3-4. Straight section upright assembly serial number label location. 

 
Figure 3-5. Corner hinge section serial number label location. 
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Figure 3-6. Adapter serial number label location. 

 
Figure 3-7. Male Termination serial number label location. 
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Figure 3-8. Female Termination serial number label location. 

3-3. Warranty 
Please contact Mitigation Technologies (support@mitigationtechnologies.com) for warranty 
information. 

mailto:support@mitigationtechnologies.com
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	Chapter 1. Introduction
	1-1. Applications
	 With interchangeable components providing maximum configuration flexibility to accommodate a wide variety of topographical and site conditions.
	 Intended to delay access by hostile crowds to secure facilities and provide embassies and other end users with additional time to protect and defend personnel and real property.
	 Designed for efficient and compact breakdown to store and transport in 20 ft conex shipping systems.
	 Tested to spec BAA 13-Q-3025.
	 Proven to be deployed in under 20 seconds per foot.

	1-2. Description
	a. Standard Components. There are three standard TAP Barrier Components:
	(1) Straight Section. A 44” wide by 103” deep x 108” tall, 251lb [113.9kg] assembly that forms the basic “building block” of the TAP Barrier system. A straight section consists of two subassemblies (Figure 1-1).
	(a) Base Assembly. A 44” wide by 103” deep by 7.5” tall (when folded for storage), 164.7lb [74.7kg] aluminum frame and aluminum floor plate, with aluminum strut frame and platform attached (Figure 1-1).
	(b) Upright Assembly. A 44” wide by 107.25” tall, 86.4lb [39.2kg] aluminum frame and stainless steel perforated face plate that forms the vertical wall of the barrier. To accommodate irregular topographic conditions, or for cases where limited space i...
	NOTE: For clarity and orientation purposes in all figures in this manual (except for photographs), perforated face plates are shown as tinted glass. In some figures, Quick Lock latch arms are shown protruding.


	(2) Adapter. An 11” wide by 104.75” tall, 41.7lb [18.9kg] aluminum frame and stainless steel perforated face plate, without a base. Use adapters to adjust barrier wall heights for elevation changes, or to fill gaps less than 44” between straight secti...
	(3) Corner Hinge. A 44”wide by 104.75” tall, 126.8lb [57.5kg] assembly of two aluminum frames with stainless steel perforated face plates (or leaves)—without a base—attached to a hinge pin. The leaves pivot to allow changes in barrier direction (Figur...

	b. Optional Components. Optional and custom components are constantly under development. Currently available optional components include:
	(1) Gate. A 44” wide by 108” tall, 136.7lb [62kg] aluminum frame, with a hinged aluminum frame door (32” wide by 82” tall opening), both with stainless steel perforated face plates. Use gates to control egress anywhere along the barrier (Figure 1-4).
	(2) Male and Female Terminations. Two 8” wide by 104.75” tall, 27.7 (m)/31.9lb (f) [12.6kg/14.5kg] aluminum posts with mounting plates and either Quick Lock latches (m) or Quick Lock receptacles (f). Use terminations to securely attach the barrier to ...


	1-3. Standard Tools
	a. Hex wrench. 5/16” (8mm) Allen wrench fits Quick Lock latch actuators, panel index pins, leveler leg mounting bolts, and optional accessories (Figure 1-6).
	(1) Quick Lock latch actuator access points (Figure 1-7).
	(2) Index pin locations on the upright panel, adapter, and hinge (Figure 1-8).
	(3) Leveler leg mounting bolt locations on the strut frame (Figure 1-9).
	(4) The standard hex wrench fits the following optional accessories:
	(a) Gate and Male Termination. Quick Lock latch actuator access points (Figure 1-10).
	(b) Razor Spikes. Mounting bolt locations on top beams (Figure 1-11).


	b. Crowbar. 64” long steel and wood crowbar for jacking straight sections to facilitate alignment during assembly or disassembly of adjoining components (Figure 1-12).

	1-4. Warnings
	 Always use the designated quantities of human resources to avoid back and other injuries.
	 Always have one person hold the strut frame while the other team inserts the upright.
	 Plan ahead to define barrier path before an emergency deployment is required. Note any obstacles in your plan, and develop a deployment strategy to accommodate them.
	 Always check that all red handles are in the locked position.
	 Before storing TAP Barrier components after deployment, inspect Quick Lock latch arms and pins. Replace any component with damaged latch parts.
	 Always keep hands clear of pinch points, identified with warning labels.
	 All assembly or other safe-side personnel coming in contact with optional anti-climb spikes must wear metal mesh or other cut-proof gloves to prevent serious injury.

	1-5. Training Strategy
	a. Time permitting, study all sections before attempting assembly.
	b. Where applicable, view the video before following assembly procedures.
	c. When possible, practice assembly in a protected area when no threats are present. Start with a short run and ideal topography conditions (level ground, no obstacles, etc.), and then practice assembly variations and advanced configuration options.
	d. Conduct assembly exercises as though the threat and safe sides of the barrier are “live,” even though the entire “practice barrier” will be deployed completely in a safe zone.
	e. After practicing the assembly procedures, improvise with your own time-saving deployment techniques.


	Chapter 2. Operation and Deployment
	2-1. Deployment Precautions
	a. Before deploying the TAP Barrier ensure that:
	(1) An alignment path is defined to establish threat and safe sides of the deployed barrier, with a convenient edge of the barrier (e.g. rear edge of the base) as the positioning index point on the path.
	(2) The starting point for assembly is at either end of the barrier, and that the first component installed can be attached to an existing wall, fence, or structure.
	(3) All components and standard tools are present, and positioned on the intended safe side of the deployment.
	(4) A mallet or sledgehammer and spikes (1/2" [12.7mm] diameter or smaller) are available for assembly on soft surfaces (see 2-8).
	(5) Metal mesh or other cut-proof gloves are available for installing optional anti-climb spikes (see 2-9).
	(6) The components are not deformed or damaged.
	(7) Adequate personnel are available for assembly.
	(8) A plan is in place for all assembly personnel to return to the safe side before closing the barrier with the last component.


	2-2. Model MT131000 Straight Section
	a. Assembly. To assemble a straight section, make sure at least one person has the standard hex wrench (Figure 1-6), and then follow this procedure.
	(1) Position the base assembly (2-person).
	(a) Lift the base assembly in a horizontal orientation.
	(b) Turn the base assembly so that the floor panel is on the threat side.
	(c) Place the base assembly in position on the ground (Figure 2-2).

	(2) Install the upright assembly (2-person).
	(a) Rotate the strut frame (1-person) as far backward as possible (Figure 2-3).
	(b) While holding the platform in place, rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the un-locked position (Figure 2-4).
	(c) Lower the platform and rotate the strut frame as necessary until the latching edge of the platform rests against the base frame’s middle beam(Figure 2-5). Leave the strut frame in assembly-ready position until step (3)(a).
	(d) Lift the upright assembly (2-person) in a vertical orientation.
	(e) Turn the upright assembly so that the perforated panel is on the threat side.
	(f) Insert the upright assembly into the base assembly’s cavity (Figure 2-6).
	(g) Secure the upright assembly (1-person) by rotating both of the base assembly’s red latch handles to the locked position (Figure 2-7).

	(3) Secure the strut frame (1-person).
	(a) Rotate the strut frame as necessary and raise the platform and until it is flush with the strut frame. (Figure 2-8).
	(b) While holding the platform in-place, rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the locked position (Figure 2-9).
	(c) Move the strut frame into locked position by rotating it forward until the catch blocks engage the catch bolts (Figure 2-10).
	(d) While holding the platform in-place, rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the un-locked position (Figure 2-11).
	(e) Lower the platform until it rests on the upright assembly’s latching beam.
	(f) Rotate the platform’s red latch handle to the locked position. Confirm that the latch pin penetrates the slot in the upright assembly’s latching beam (Figure 2-12).
	CAUTION: Do not continue until the platform is latched to the upright assembly. A platform latch failure indicates that the strut frame is not positioned correctly and barrier strength is compromised.


	(4) Assemble an adjoining straight section by following these procedures.
	(a) Position the base assembly by repeating step (1) above. Make sure the bases are aligned front to back, and are touching along the sides or as close to each other as possible (Figure 2-13).
	(b) Install the upright assembly by repeating step (2) above. Make sure the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating hole in the adjoining upright assembly (Figure 2-14).
	(c) Secure the strut frame by repeating step (3) above.
	(d) Secure the adjoining straight section by latching both Quick Locks. Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm and ensure the mechanism is c...

	(5) Repeat step (4) as required for an adjoining straight section, or continue the deployment with one of the following procedures:
	 Installing a corner hinge section (see 2-3).
	 Installing an adapter (see 2-4).
	 Installing a male or female termination (see 2-5).
	 Assembly on uneven terrain (see 2-6).
	 Assembly over curbs and steps (see 2-7).
	 Assembly on grass, dirt or soft surfaces (see 2-8).


	b. Disassembly. To disassemble a straight section, follow the steps above in reverse order. After rotating the strut frame all the way down into storage position, make sure both leveler feet hang downward, and are not protruding above the top edge of ...
	IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment.


	2-3. Model MT131600 Corner Hinge Section
	a. Corner Hinge Section Installation (2-person). To install a corner hinge section, make sure at least one person has the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6), and then follow this procedure.
	(1) Position the corner hinge section.
	(a) Lift the corner hinge section in a vertical orientation.
	(b) Turn the corner hinge section so that the perforated panel is on the threat side.
	(c) Place the corner hinge section next to the straight section (or other component) with the bottom tubes on the ground (Figure 2-19).

	(2) Make sure the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating hole in the adjoining upright assembly (Figure 2-20).
	(3) Secure the corner hinge section by latching both Quick Locks (on either the hinge corner section or the adjoining straight section, depending on which side the corner hinge section is on). Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the...
	(4) For barrier directional changes ≤45 degrees, continue attaching other barrier components to the corner section’s loose leaf. For 90 degree corner installations with sufficient space to turn the barrier in 11’-2” by 11’-2” [3.4m by 3.4m] (full corn...
	CAUTION: Whenever space permits, use a full corner configuration to maintain maximum barrier strength.

	(5) Full Corner Assembly. Assemble an adjoining straight section and then install an adjoining corner hinge section by following these procedures.
	(a) Assemble an adjoining straight section by repeating step 2-2.a(4) above (Figure 2-23).
	(b) Install an adjoining corner hinge section by repeating steps (1) and (2) above, and then continue with step (7) (Figure 2-24).

	(6) Compact Corner Assembly. Install an adjoining upright assembly (see 2-2.a(2)(d) above), to complete the compact corner assembly (Figure 2-25).
	(7) Continue the deployment by rotating the corner hinge section’s loose leaf as necessary, and then assembling an adjoining straight section (see 2-2.a(4) above).

	b. Removal. To remove a corner hinge section, follow the steps above in reverse order.
	IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment.


	2-4. Model MT131500 Adapter
	a. Adapter Installation (2-person). To install an adapter, make sure at least one person has the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6), and then follow this procedure.
	(1) Position the adapter.
	(a) Lift the adapter in a vertical orientation.
	(b) Turn the adapter so that the perforated panel is on the threat side.
	(c) Move the adapter (1-person) so that the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating hole (adjust the adapter’s height as necessary by choosing the upper or lower mating hole) in the adjoining component (Figure 2-27).
	(d)  Align the adapter’s face with the adjoining component’s face, and hold it place for the next step (Figure 2-28).

	(2) Secure the adapter by latching both Quick Locks (on either the adapter or the adjoining component, depending on which side the adapter is on). Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the standard hex wrench (s...

	b. Removal. To remove an adapter, follow the steps above in reverse order.
	IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment.


	2-5. Models MT131800 Male and MT131900 Female Terminations
	a. Male Termination Installation.
	(1) For the barrier’s start point:
	(a) Assemble a straight section (2-person; see 2-2.a) with the pin side of the upright assembly approximately 1 foot from the intended termination point (Figure 2-31).
	(b) Lift the male termination in a vertical orientation (1-person).
	(c) Turn the male termination so that the mounting plates are facing the mounting surface.
	(d) Move the male termination so that the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating hole (adjust the male termination’s height as necessary by choosing the upper or lower mating hole) in the adjoining straight section (Figure 2-32).
	(e) Align the male termination’s face with the adjoining straight section’s face, and hold it place for the next step (Figure 2-33).
	(f) Secure the male termination by latching both Quick Locks. Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm and ensure the mechanism is cocked, and...
	(g) For vehicle terminations, push the straight section until the mounting plates are close enough to the vehicle so that the maximum size of any gap between the mounting plates and mounting surface is less than 7 inches.
	(h) Install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through vehicle attachment point(s) and male termination mounting plate holes.
	(i) Push the straight section until the mounting plates make contact with the mounting surface.
	(j) Drill pilot hole(s) as necessary, and install appropriate type and length fasteners (not included) to secure the male termination’s mounting plates to the existing fence or structure’s mounting surface (Figure 2-34).

	(2) For the barrier’s end point:
	(a) Measure the distance between the intended termination point and the last component’s closest edge. Make sure the gap is narrower than 15” at the closest point (Figure 2-35). If not, install one or more adapters as necessary (see 2-4.a).
	(b) Repeat steps (1)(b) through (1)(f), above. Perform the next step to complete a vehicle termination. For fence or structure terminations, continue with step (d).
	(c) For vehicle terminations, install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through vehicle attachment point(s) and male termination mounting plate holes.
	(d) Drill pilot hole(s) as necessary, and install appropriate type and length fasteners (not included; use longer fasteners as necessary to accommodate gaps between the mounting plates and the existing fence or structure’s mounting surface) to secure ...
	IMPORTANT: Make sure that the maximum size of any gap between the mounting plates and mounting surface is less than 7 inches.



	b. Female Termination Installation.
	(1) For the barrier’s start point:
	(a) Assemble a straight section (2-person; see 2-2.a) with the cam side of the upright assembly approximately 1 foot from the intended termination point (Figure 2-37).
	(b) Lift the female termination in a vertical orientation (1-person).
	(c) Turn the female termination so that the mounting plates are facing the mounting surface.
	(d) Move the female termination so that the index pin on the edge fits inside the mating hole (adjust the female termination’s height as necessary by choosing the upper or lower mating hole) in the adjoining straight section (Figure 2-38).
	(e) Align the female termination’s face with the adjoining straight section’s face, and hold it place for the next step (Figure 2-39).
	(f) Secure the female termination by latching both Quick Locks on the adjoining straight section. Before latching each Quick Lock, turn the actuator all the way clockwise with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to fully retract the latch arm and...
	(g) For vehicle terminations, push the straight section until the mounting plates are close enough to the vehicle so that the maximum size of any gap between the mounting plates and mounting surface is less than 7 inches.
	(h) Install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through vehicle attachment point(s) and female termination mounting plate holes.
	(i) Push the straight section until the mounting plates make contact with the mounting surface.
	(j) Install appropriate type and length fasteners (not included) to secure the female termination’s mounting plates to the existing fence or structure’s mounting surface (Figure 2-40).

	(2) For the barrier’s end point:
	(a) Measure the distance between the intended termination point and the last component’s closest edge. Make sure the gap is narrower than 15” at the closest point (Figure 2-41). If not, install one or more adapters as necessary (see 2-4.a).
	(b) Repeat steps (1)(b) through (1)(f), above. Perform the next step to complete a vehicle termination. For fence or structure terminations, continue with step (d).
	(c) For vehicle terminations, install appropriate cable(s) (not included) through vehicle attachment point(s) and female termination mounting plate holes.
	(d) Install appropriate type and length fasteners (not included; use longer fasteners as necessary to accommodate gaps between the mounting plates and the existing fence or structure’s mounting surface) to secure the female termination (Figure 2-42).
	IMPORTANT: Make sure that the maximum size of any gap between the mounting plates and mounting surface is less than 7 inches.



	c. Removal. To remove a termination, follow the appropriate steps above in reverse order.
	IMPORTANT: When unlocking Quick Locks, cock the Quick Lock for the next use by turning the actuator all the way clockwise until the latch arm is fully retracted. The Quick Locks must be cocked before storage to ensure proper operation in next deployment.


	2-6. Assembly on Uneven Terrain
	a. Strut Frame Leveler Extension. Extend the strut frame levelers to keep the barrier floor plates flush between adjoining straight sections, or when additional support is required to resist the force of hostile crowds pushing against the barrier’s ve...
	IMPORTANT: To facilitate assembly extend all levelers after the barrier is deployed.
	(1) Extend the strut frame leveler by following this procedure (1-person).
	(a) Loosen either of the two strut frame leveler locking knobs (Figure 2-44).
	(b) Push the leveler leg below the base assembly, and adjust the lever foot attitude: Spike attitude for soft surfaces; flat attitude for hard surfaces (Figure 2-45).
	(c) Step downward firmly on the closed end (top) of the leveler leg until the foot is seated on the ground or the leveler is fully extended (Figure 2-46).
	(d) Tighten the leveler locking knob.
	(e) Repeat steps (a) through (d) for the leveler on the opposite side of the strut frame.


	b. Strut Frame Leveler Retraction. Retract the strut frame levelers for storage.
	(1) Retract the strut frame leveler by following this procedure.
	(a) Loosen either of the two strut frame leveler locking knobs.
	(b) Pull the leveler leg up all the way.
	(c) Tighten the leveler locking knob. If retraction is for storage purposes, make sure both leveler feet hang downward, and are not protruding above the top edge of the strut frame in its storage position (Figure 2-47).
	(d) Repeat steps (a) through (c) for the leveler on the opposite side of the strut frame.


	c. Rolling Topography Compensation. Use elevation compensation to accommodate rolling topography.
	(1) Elevation Compensation. Use any combination of adapters (see 2-4.a) and upright assemblies (see 2-2.a) without bases to extend the barrier over uneven topography (Figure 2-48).

	d. Pitching Topography Compensation. Omit base assemblies to accommodate pitching topography.
	(1) Base Assembly Omission. Omit straight section base assemblies until the pitch of separated base assemblies is within approximately 5 degrees.


	2-7. Assembly Over Curbs and Steps
	IMPORTANT: For the following assembly procedures, make sure that the installation configuration results in a maximum gap size of (approximately) an American football around curbs, steps, or stairs.
	a. Installation Over Curbs. Use the built-in 8” [20.32cm] Quick Lock receptacle height adjustments with straight sections—in combination with adapters as necessary—to install a barrier over curbs (Figure 2-49).
	b. Installation Over Steps and Stairs. There are three basic methods to install a barrier over steps and stairs.
	(1) Uniform Stair Profile. Use the built-in 8” [20.32cm] Quick Lock receptacle height adjustments with staggered adapters to install a barrier over stairs with a constant rise of 8” [20.32cm] or less, and a constant run of 11” [27.94cm] or less (Figur...
	(2) Non-Uniform Stair Profile. Use the built-in 8” [20.32cm] Quick Lock receptacle height adjustments—with combinations of staggered or in-line adapters and upright assemblies as necessary—to install a barrier over stairs with varying rises or runs (F...
	(3) Stairs with Turns and Landings. Use any combination of the two previous methods, with corner hinge sections as necessary to install a barrier over stairs with turns and landings (Figure 2-52).


	2-8. Assembly on Grass, Dirt or Soft Surfaces
	a. Assembly. To assemble the TAP Barrier on grass, dirt, or other soft surfaces, assemble a straight section (see 2-2.a), and then install spikes (not included).
	(1) Spike Installation (1-person).
	(a) Insert two spikes in the base’s hinge beam holes (Figure 2-53).
	(b) Use a mallet or sledgehammer to drive the spikes into the ground until the spikes’ heads are seated against the base’s hinge beam, or as far down as possible (Figure 2-54).



	2-9. Optional Anti-Climb Razor Spikes
	WARNING: All assembly or other safe-side personnel coming in contact with anti-climb razor spikes must wear metal mesh or other cut-proof gloves to prevent serious injury.
	a. Straight Section Anti-Climb Razor Spike Installation (2-persons wearing cut-proof gloves). Perform the following two steps before step 2-2.a(2)(d) of the straight section assembly.
	(1) Position the straight section razor spike. With the upright assembly laying flat on the ground, lift its top end and place the narrow end of the razor spike inside the top beam. Make sure the holes in the top beam of the upright assembly are align...
	(2) Secure the straight section razor spike. Install the supplied fasteners and tighten both of the socket head cap screws with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to complete the installation.

	b. Corner Hinge Section Anti-Climb Razor Spike Installation (2-persons wearing cut-proof gloves). Perform the following three steps before step 2-3.a(1) of the corner hinge section:
	(1) Position the corner hinge section razor spike. With the corner hinge section laying flat on the ground, lift one of the two hinge leafs and place the narrow end of the razor spike inside the top beam. Make sure the holes in the top beam of the hin...
	(2) Secure the hinge leaf razor spike. Install the supplied fasteners and tighten both of the socket head cap screws with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to complete the first leaf’s installation.
	(3) Repeat steps (1) and (2) for the other hinge leaf to complete the installation (Figure 2-58).

	c. Adapter Anti-Climb Razor Spike Installation (2-persons wearing cut-proof gloves). Perform the following two steps before step 2-4.a(1) of the adapter installation:
	(1) Position the adapter razor spike. With the adapter laying flat on the ground, lift its top end and place the narrow end of the razor spike inside the top beam. Make sure the holes in the top beam of the adapter are aligned with the holes in the ra...
	(2) Secure the adapter razor spike. Install the supplied fasteners and tighten both of the socket head cap screws with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6) to complete the installation.

	d. Removal. To remove a razor spike, follow the appropriate steps above in reverse order.

	2-10. Customization
	 Camera mounts.
	 Light mounts.
	 Bullet resistant panels.
	 Custom terminations.
	 Egress (doors/turnstiles).
	 Carts for easy storage and assembly.
	 Custom climb-resistant tops (Figure 2-60).

	2-11. Hints and Tricks
	a. Assign a “lead installer” to dictate how and where to use the standard crowbar (see Figure 1-12) to facilitate component pin alignment for uneven topography.
	b. For deployments where extreme crowd control is required, extend all levelers after the barrier is deployed (see 2-6.a).
	c. Leave male and female terminations (see 2-5) in place when breaking down and storing other barrier components to facilitate future deployments.
	d. Indexing pins can be removed with the standard hex wrench (see Figure 1-6).


	Chapter 3. Maintenance
	3-1. Preventive Maintenance
	 Remove all razor spikes.
	 Apply spray lubricant to Quick Lock latches, straight clamps, and levelers.
	 Tighten leveler socket head bolts.

	3-2. Serial Number
	3-3. Warranty


